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Crew during run notices abnormalities like Track/Signals/Rolling Stock defects and
--------------~-repurt-them--in-the71obby:-These--are--theearlY-'signs-ofthe-deteriorating-heath-of1:hat-asset-which-is----~-----~-

corrected in time may prevent a catastrophe. However Board has observed that many
abnormalities reported by crew are not getting due attention and in many cases even though
corrective action is taken, the same is not informed to crew.

Railway Safety Review Committee(RSRC) in 1998 Recommended vide item no.7.10 that
"A register to record driver's observations during his run must be maintained in all lobbies and
this information should be conveyed to Traction/Power Controller under exchange of private
numbers. The Power/Traction Controller should in turn convey these observations to their
respective counterparts of the concerned departments under clear acknowledgement. The
observations of the driver as conveyed by the Power/Traction Controller to the respective counter
parts of the concerned department should be faithfully relcorded in the register dedicated for this
purpose. Follow-up action taken should be recorded within 24 hrs which should be monitored by
the Divisional officers as well as Divisional safety officers. IThe information regarding action taken
on the reported defect should be conveyed back to the lOblbYfor information of the drivers so that
he has confidence that action _has been initiated. against the concerned supervisors in case the
same defect resurfaces within the next 72 hours".( Para 2. ~4.11). Railway Board had accepted this
recommendation and instructions were issued to Zonal Railways vide letter under reference.

In the Crew Management System (CMS) there L provision to generate auto SMS to five
officials of each department which are mapped for a classj of abnormality. Also once the feedback
is updated in CMS, auto SMS is generated to the Crew. Zonal Railways have also developed
applications for effective management of abnormalities reported by the Crew, for example; East
Coast Railway had developed an application known as Drivers Unsatisfactory Management System
(DRUMS), similarly Delhi division of Northern Railway deve'loped an application and Secunderabad
division had developed an application known as DOSTI. I

Board desires that Zonal Railways should establis1 an effective monitoring system for the
abnormalities reported by the crew so that the recommen1datio.n of RSRC is implemented in true
spirit. Action taken in this regard may please be advised to Board.
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